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Breeding and Culling by Head Points

Preface

Present day poultry production is built upon a number of

sound economic practices. Feeding, housing, breeding, sanitation,

brooding, incubation and culling are all closely woven together to

form the cloth of a vast poultry industry. Each of these may be

compared as links in the present poultry production chain. If they

are so considered, and if a chain is no stronger than its weakest

link, which of these is then the weakest link?

Recent developments have added the knowledge of vitamins to

the poultry feeding schedule and have given the poultryman plans

for more comfortable hen houses. Knowledge of disease control

is increasing daily and the commercial hatcheries are turning out

better chicks each day. Brooding troubles are being met and con-

quered and the few breeding farms are slowly increasing the out-

put of their high laying stock. Yet with all this advancement in

the other branches of the poultry industry, the average poultry-

man of today is still forced to practice the same culling methods

that were in vogue years ago. From this it might appear that cull-

ing is the weakest link in the present poultry production chain.

As poultrymen invest more capital in better houses, equipment,

and feed, it is very essential that more efficient birds be kept in

order that their investments be profitable. Poultrymen can im-

prove the efficiency of their birds only by culling, and culling can

be done either by the use of trapnests or by physical character

selection. Neither of these systems is as efficient today as it might

be; so.it is the purpose of the following discourse to help each sys-

tem to a higher degree of efficiency by pointing out certain head

type characters that will add more or less to each of them. Head

characters should be considered as an addition to present day cull-

ing knowledge and not as an absolute substitute.

The old saying that there is nothing new under the sun, will
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probably hold good in this case. As the writer gradually worked

out the observations reported herein, he would pass them on to all

interested parties with whom he came in contact. The reactions

were many and interesting.

Frequently he was left with the impression that he had called

into prominence but some hazy, preconceived, similar idea of head

types. In other cases it appeared as though his classification of

head characters was entirely new. In one instance he found a

Canadian breeder that could accurately describe practically the

same head type characters for which he looked.

Those who read and study the head characters listed herein may

experience any of these impressions, but if they are like the others

to whom this system has been explained, they will find much that

is helpful both in trapnesting and culling.

â��H. H. S. (May 1928)

â�¢



Chapter I

NEED FOR MORE CULLING INFORMATION

For years poultrymen have been searching for those definite

physical characters that will enable them accurately to tell the good

laying hen from the poor laying hen. In order to make a profit

it is necessary to locate and discard all unprofitable birds.

Of course, there are always the trapnests which do a mighty

close piece of separation, but even this method needs to be supple-

mented by physical examinations. Trapnesting is further laborious

and above the reach of the vast number of average poultry rais-

ers. If these average poultrymen are to practice the selection and

culling that is so essential to profitable poultry management, they

needs must resort to a physical examination.

TOO MUCH WASTED EFFORT

Ever since culling practice was stimulated by the expounding

of the Hogan and Potter systems, there has been a steady ad-

vancement in the number of physical characters whereby the good

hen can be told from the poor layer. With all this increase in

knowledge, there still remains one very pertinent criticism of pres-

ent day culling methods. The slacker hen still has to he boarded

before she can be recognized, and the impotent male bird has to

be mated and his daughters become mature and have poor egg rec-

ords before he is condemned.

It is for the benefit of this large army of poultrymenâ��the hun-

dreds of thousands of Poultry Tribune readersâ��that I have been

induced to set forth this method of reading head type as a means

toward telling good hens from poor hens.

ADVANTAGES CLAIMED FOR NEW SYSTEM

The advantages claimed are:

1. Pick certain percentage of boarder pullets before they lay.

2. Tell in advance what birds are worth trapping.

3. Cull at any time of yearâ��even after birds have finished

year's lay.

4. Facilitate the selection of prepotent males.

5. Pick breeding cockerels when half mature.



Chapter II

WHAT ONE BREEDER THINKS OF HEAD TYPE

SUNNY SLOPE POULTRY FARM

tingle Comb White Leghorns

RALPH E. UPHAM

April 12th, 1928.

Mr. H. H. Steup,

Manhattan, Kansas.

Dear Sir:

In reply to your question on what I think of head points will

say, I firmly believe that head points in conjunction with other

body points will eventually take the guess out of culling for egg

production.

Head points were first strongly impressed upon me by a talk I

heard you give three years ago. Since that time, I have been study-

ing it carefully in all my culling and trapnesting. As Superinten-

dent of the Geary County Poultry Breeders Trapnest, I have had

an opportunity to study head type in a number of different breeds

under trapnest. In the two years I have run the contest I have

found that head points show almost without exception what may

be expected in production. In my own flock of 2000 White Leg-

horns, I find that head points compare very well with trapnest

records.

In my culling work, in which I handled 75,000 birds this year,

I found head points to be prominent in the high production birds

of all breeds. In my progeny testing, I find that head points are

a very good criterion as to what may be expected from the daugh-

ters of a male bird. In the spring of 1926 I mated a male showing

exceptionally strong head characters and from this mating I ob-

tained five daughters which passed 300 eggs under trapnests and

Kansas weather conditions.

Not only do I find head type carrying true in mature birds, but
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I can detect it in the young chick. In transferring the seal bands

from the leg to the wing of the week old chicks, I have noticed par-

ticularly a number of outstanding heads and in checking the pedi-

gree of these chicks, I found without exception they were from

parentage of 300 eggs or better.

From my observation, I believe that culling by head points will

become one of the greatest assets the poultry industry has devel-

oped for some time. I am convinced that we can cull far more

accurately by the use of the head points than by any method in

use at the present time.

Very truly yours,

Ralph Upham.

r



Chapter III

HEAD CHARACTERS IN THEIR RELATION TO

TRAPNESTING AND CULLING

There are two systems of improving the laying ability of the

modern hen. One employs the use of the trapnest and the other

uses certain physical characters.

The more accurate of these is the trapnest system, but even this

method has room for improvement. There are occasional me-

chanical mistakes made in trapnesting and there will always be

hens that lay on the floor. Both of these tend to keep trapnest

records slightly under 100 per cent of accuracy, but it is not these

few minor discrepancies that seem to be holding this trapnest

method back. The main problems are to lessen the present high

cost and to obtain an accurate means of predetermining the value

of male birds.

MORE TO BREEDING THAN PEDIGREE

Present day breeders use males from high producing hens hav-

ing good pedigree backing, but only a certain per cent of these

prove out. To tell the good breeding male from the poor is at

present a task requiring both patience and expense, for the male

must be mated and his daughters must mature and be put under

trapnest before any decision can be reached. When the results

are known, it is not uncommon to find that some of the proven

sires have "gone by" and are incapable of producing offspring.

Besides this, there is the expense of testing many males which

requires much equipment and labor for the small number that

prove themselves.

The same is true for hens. The reports of egg laying contests

usually stress the few exceptional birds, but along with these are

also the poor hens that were not worthy of the time and trouble

placed upon them. What is thus true at contests in a small way

is true on an enormous scale when all trapnested hens are consid-

ered.
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CHECK INDIVIDUAL WITH PEDIGREE

This inefficiency exists primarily because the poultryman has

never had any reliable means of telling performance in advance,

and has had to resort to this trial and error mothod. There

is not reason why a large percentage of the poor individ-

uals should not be eliminated before testing. After one becomes

familiar with certain head characters, it may be possible to tell by

physical examination the great majority of both males and females

worthy of testing.

Since the trapnest is not practical for the large number of aver-

age poultrymen, head type characters will probably be of most

value to the poultry industry when included in the physical char-

acter type of culling. Present day culling methods include obser-

vations on pigment bleaching, quality or freedom from fat, molt-

ing, body conformation, temperament and a little on head

characters. As these are used today, they apply in the main to

past production. Thus the poor hen has to be boarded and given

a chance before present culling practice weeds her from the flock.

This unproductive test period consumes some of the profits of the

good hen, and the efficiency of the flock is lowered. How much

better it would be to recognize the poor individuals and discard

them before they accumulate a board bill!

The same is true for male birds. The writer once visited a

large poultry farm that specialized on commercial egg production,

and was keeping White Leghorns. The owner had not been using

trapnests, but always had followed a rigid culling program with

large body capacity, broad backs and vigor as its main essential.

Six-pound Leghorn pullets were not uncommon in the flock, and

every bird showed wonderful body type. The owner attributed

his good average flock production to his constant selection for

vigor and size, especially on male birds.

Then he put in trapnests. When the writer visited him he was

much perplexed because his largest, best body-typed, and sup-

posedly best pullets were being badly out-laid by the smaller birds

he did not value so highly. This sudden revelation had so shaken
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his faith in body type and size that he was in a quandry as to which

cockerels to select for the coming breeding season.

HEAD TYPE THE DISTINGUISHING FACTOR

The cockerels he was to choose from had been obtained from

the best matings of a well known west-coast breeder. Each one

had an imposing pedigree behind him, yet not all would be prepo-

tent breeders. How was he to select the good from the poor, after

proving to himself that body type and vigor in themselves were

not a sufficient guide? What other points are left by which to

judge a male bird? There seems to be but one answerâ��head

type. It seems only logical to conclude that if good hens conform

to a certain definite head type that the good male also should ex-

press this same type of head.

CULL BY CAUSE RATHER THAN EFFECT

If one should analyze the group of physical characters now used

in culling practice, he would find that they apply to the result and

not the cause. Hens do not lay because they bleach. The pigment

fades because of the laying. Hens do not quit laying because they

are fat. They become fat because of non-production.

There is a lot of evidence that body type may be influenced by

production rather than being its cause. The spread of the pubic

bones depends upon laying or non-laying as well as does the depth

from pubic bones to keel. The lateral processes swell outward

with laying and point inward in periods of non-production.

Even some of the early head type characters first included in

culling programs are not constant. Temperament, which was so

closely linked with Foreman's first classification of head types, is

especially fluctuating. This fluctuation was recently very well

demonstrated by Lady Mary, the Barred Rock hen with such a

wonderful egg record. When she was displayed at the Third

World's Poultry Congress at Ottawa she was just recuperating

from the injurious effects of an egg being broken in the oviduct.

Gone was the snap and fire from her eye and her usual active

and alert expression had dimmed.

If temperament alone were considered it would have been im-
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possible to recognize her as the same Lady Mary that appeared

at the Chicago Coliseum show immediately following her record

year.

What was true of Lady Mary in this exceptional case is true of

most hens after they have finished a year of heavy production and

are resting for the start of another. Therefore the present culling

system is not only weak in that it locks the door after the feed

has been eaten, but also in that it is incapable of efficient use at

all times.

HANDLING TEST OFTEN DECEPTIVE

The writer has been closely associated with poultry judging con-

tests for some years, and here, more than any other place, the in-

efficiency of modern culling methods was impressed upon him.

Whenever a class of birds is selected for these contests it must

be hand picked. If four birds, all starting to lay the same month,

were chosen from the egg record book alone so as to have at least

20 eggs difference between each one, there would probably be what

is known as a "ringer" amongst them. This "ringer" would not

handle as she had laid. In other words it is quite common to find

hens that do not conform to present culling practices.

This was well illustrated in the 1926 Mid-west Intercollegiate

Judging Contest which was held at the Coliseum poultry show.

The Kansas Experiment Station was asked to furnish a class of

White Leghorns. These birds were conscientiously selected ac-

cording to the rules of the contest. After selection they were

placed by a few non-interested men who decided that the class

was all right to send. The top bird had laid 240 eggs, but was out

of production at this time, the first of December. It happened

that the student judges did very poorly on these birds, 12 out of

the 30 contestants placing this 240-egg hen at the bottom of the

class.

Much criticism was heaped upon the man that selected the class,

but it was not his fault. The hen had proved herself. If the con-

testants were unable to recognize such an individual it was the

fault of present day culling methods and not of the bird. The

three boys on the Kansas team all placed this hen at the top. This
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was not because they were familiar with this individual or had

any unfair information. They had been coached on the head char-

acters contained herein and it was this that enabled them to place

correctly a bird that was considered by many to be a "ringer."

NO DEFINITE CORRELATIONS

Realizing that both trapnesting and culling practices could be

benefited by additional knowledge of physical characters, the writ-

er started a search some years ago to locate this additional infor-

mation. He knew that the logical way to attack the problem was

at the cause and not backwards from effect. Head types soon in-

terested him, as other workers were beginning to believe the head

region to be the cause of production. Correlation studies were

made upon various recognized head characters only to prove that

no apparent relation existed. These failures to obtain significant

correlations on these then accepted head characters soon convinced

the writer that such things as temperament, brightness of eye,

quality of head appendages, etc., were helpful in certain individual

cases, but were too fluctuating with the seasons of year and period

of egg production to be a year around criterion.

STUDY UNCHANGING CHARACTERS

When almost ready to call the task a hopeless one the first clue

came. After spending nearly an hour in a house of Leghorn hens

where the low record was 225 eggs, the writer went immediately

to a house of Rhode Island Red pullets where the best individual

had laid not much over 150 eggs. The first difference in a per-

manent head character was thus stumbled uponâ��namely position

of eye. Since then more permanent characters have been observed

and studied until the characters listed herein have finally been

evolved.

The main thing to remember is that these characters deal with

the skull conformation which is the same irrespective of season

or period of production. If predictions of breeding and laying

ability are to be worked out, they will come from such unchanging

characters that act as a cause, rather than from the characters that

are changed periodically and are affected by production itself.

>



Chapter IV

HISTORY OF HEAD TYPE CHARACTERS

A complete study of any subject must necessarily include its

history or evolution. This chapter is included here because it is

well for students of head characters to become familiar with the

many phases through which these characters have evolved. Each

step listed herein has advanced the knowledge of culling and is

worthy of consideration. Some are more important than others,

but they all belong together as a background for present day head

classifications.

HEAD TYPE FIRST STUDIED IN 1922

In checking over past culling practices it appears that the year

1922 was the beginning of attention to head type. Previous to

this date, with the exception of the little accepted Hogan theory

of male head prepotency, one can find only the descriptions of

combs and wattles as they varied in production from non-produc-

ing periods.

Almost every one is familiar with the bright, red, full comb and

wattles of the hen that is laying, and the liquid, pale, shriveled

condition of these same appendages when the bird is out of pro-

duction. These signs are valuable to the poultryman, and have

probably caused many a non-layer to be killed for eating whereas

without their notice a laying hen might have ended in the pot. In

fact, most poultrymen have associated red combs and wattles with

egg production for so long that this knowledge often works against

them when they first start to study head types.

The writer has seen many students of head type go sadly awry

because they were blinded to more important points by a red

comb. Comb and wattles should be used only in determining pres-

ent productionâ��that is, whether or not the bird is laying at the

time of handling. To use them for more than this purpose is to

court much trouble in reading head characters.
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work on farther he would have no doubt given the world a more

satisfactory description. He resigned from college work, however,

shortly after his first publication on head characters. If he has

published further, since his resignation, the writer is not familiar

with it.

RICE BEGINS TO WRITE ABOUT IT

When Mr. Foreman discontinued his work on head types it

was carried on by Professor J. E. Rice, Professor and Head of

the Department of Poultry Husbandry at Cornell University and

his staff colleagues.

In 1925 Professor Rice describes the good head type as follows:

"The head should be well proportioned and distinctly feminine,

and the eyes well set and prominent. The feathers of the head

should lie close, rather than stand outward or upward.

The head should be wider at the top of the skull than at the

bottom, but not so wide as to overhang the eyes. When the head

is viewed from the front or rear, the eyes should be seen standing

out from the face. The head, from top to bottom, on a line

drawn at right angles from this line to the beak should not show

the head so long proportionately as to give the bird a crowheaded

appearance. The face should be clean and free from feathers;

the eyelids should be large and slightly oval. The eye should have

a fearless, determined expression. As an indication of tempera-

ment, the eye is important." (Practical Poultry Management, page

13, Rice and Botsford, 1925 edition.)

CORNELL LISTS SEVEN TYPES

In 1927 head types were classified on Cornell stencil 5842 a;

follows:

1. Rugged Refined

2. Refined

3. Overly Refined

4. Crowhead

5. Unrefined

6. Phlegmatic

7. Masculine

.-'
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BASIC PRINCIPLE IS FUNDAMENTAL

Thus, in the space of a few short years, head type has risen

from insignificance to the consideration as most important of all

characters. The various descriptions listed in this short historical

sketch are all important. Regardless of how many ways and by

how many persons good head type is described, the heavy produc-

ing hen will always have the same head. Any differences in de-

scriptions are due either to faulty observations, study of excep-

tional individuals instead of the large majority, or else just the

same characters described differently from various viewpoints.



Chapter V

THE FOUR MEAD TYPE CHARACTERS

The writer has classified head characters into four definite

groups. This classification depends entirely upon form and shape

and thus is constant. Form and shape can be altered and changed

in the young chick by malnutrition and mismanagement, but once

they are established in the bony framework of the skull, they are

fixed forever. This permanency is not affected by seasonal fac-

tors, and seems to work as well on hens out of production as those

in full lay.

When once these characters are recognized it is possible to dis-

tinguish these differences even in baby chick heads, which gives

promise of enabling their application much earlier than present

culling methods are now applied.

KEY CHART ILLUSTRATES DIFFERENCES

These four characters are diagramatically illustrated in Figure 6.

For study purposes it is suggested that this diagram be used in

connection with the series of head photographs accompanying it.

NO. 1â��FLATNESS OF TOP OF SKULL FROM SIDE TO SIDE

The first character is the flatness of the top of the skull from

side to side. The good laying hen has a flat head which makes the

eye set well up towards the comb. The top line of a good hen's

head is like the flat roof found on many buildings, and immediately

beneath this level top line is found the eye. In some cases, the flat-

ness is carried out wide enough over the eyes so as to give the

skull an overhanging effect. The writer has yet to find an in-

dividual that had a flat overhang but what was a good producer.

This side to side flatness can be told by noticing the distance

from the top of the eye to the bottom of the comb. The shorter

this distance the flatter the top of the skull and the better the in-
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Figure 6â��Key to Head Points
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Figure 6. â��i

Key chart to

head characters.

The four divi-

sions are ex-

plained as fol-

lows :

1. The first

character is the

flatness of the

tap of the skull.

This is best no-

ticed by observ-

ing the length

of the line AA.

On good pro-

ducers with flat

heads the eye

sets well up to-

ward the base

of the comb,

making the dis-

tance AA very

short. On poor

producers, the

top of the skull

slopes or rounds

downward side-

wise to an eye

set low in the

Me. I Good

/Vo.a G<h>J.

tfo.l Poor

A/e.l fior

Figure 6Aâ��Front Vitw Points 1 and 2

head, giving the

AA much more length.

2. The second character is the carry forward of the skull width. Good

producers have the eye set well forward in the head under the front half

of the comb, while poor producers have the eye sitting farther back under

the rear half of the comb or else behind the comb entirely. This is illus-

trated by D on the key sketch. Most skull widths taper and narrow right

in front of the eye. The extremely good hens carry this width farther

forward than do the poor layers. The front point of skull width is illus-

trated on this sketch as point E.

3. The third character is head balance. On good hens the distance BB

from bottom of comb to top of wattle is nearly equal in length to the line

CC from front of earlobe to end of beak. On poor layers the line CC is

usually much longer than the line BB, giving a narrow, snakey appearance

to the head.

4. The fourth character is the levelncss of the top of the skull both in

front of and behind the eye. This is told by noticing the degree of slant

to the lines FFF. Good hens have these lines approaching levelncss whereas

the poor producer has enough slope so as to produce a gable roof effect.

On good hens, the center of the front of the eye is nearly the same dis-

tance from the bottom of the comb (line GG) as is the same point on the

rear of the eye (line HH). On poor producers, the vertical line HH is

much longer than the line GG.

-'.











































Chapter VI

PREDICTING PRODUCTION

There is no question but that the head characters herein de-

scribed will become useful in the general practices of culling for

past production. The writer has made sufficient observations on

enough different strains, varieties, and breeds of hens to be assured

that these head characters are a useful addition to present culling

knowledge. The debatable part of head culling is whether or not

it will prove out as a practical means of predicting future produc-

tion.

Reliable evidence for or against this is quite hard to obtain, as it

necessitates many predictions on a large number of pullets of

different breeds, varieties and strains. Although the writer has no

definite evidence to present, he feels quite optimistic that this pre-

dicting can be applied in a practical way. This optimism is based

on the fact that all preliminary work along this line seems to work

out favorably.

CAN SPOT PULLETS NOT DESERVING OF TRAPPING

Mr. Upham, whose letter appears at the beginning of this dis-

course, has probably done as much in the studying of these head

characters as anyone with whom the writer is familiar. Mr. Up-

ham is quite satisfied that he can so divide his pullets by head ex-

aminations that those unworthy of trapping are eliminated in ad-

vance.

Another student of the writer decided to test out the predicting

ability of head characters. In the fall of 1926 he entered a house

of 225 S. C. White Leghorn pullets and selected 10 that he thought

would have good records. At the end of their laying year, nine of

the ten pullets he selected were over the 200-egg mark and the

other one would probably have done likewise had not sickness

overtaken her. This of course, is not really impressive, but it does

point at least in a favorable direction.
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TABLE I

Predicting Production by Three Methods

Method of Prediction

Poor Layers 120 eggs

Medium

Layers

Good Layers

or

less

121-199 eggs

200 eggs

or more

1318A

1427A

*1352A

2564A

*1326A

*1431A

**1354A

2566A

Classification, by

1343A

*1435A

**1423A

2569A

Professional Culler

1346A

*1437A

*1434A

2570A

1426A

*2563A

*1531A

2562A

2571A

2572A

*1318A

**1424\

*1S24\

1429 A

"1354A

*2565A

1326A

*1426A

1346A

*1435A

**1396A

2566A

Classification Without

*1343A

*1434^l

1352A

*2562A

*1427A

2567A

Examination

1421A

143 7 A

1363 A

*2564\

1431A

2568A

*1531A

*1423A

*2571A

2563A

2569A

2570A

2572A

1324A

1421A

1346A

1429 A

*1318A

2567A

1326A

1435A

1352 A

*1431A

*1343A

2568A

1396 A

143 7 A

*1354A

1434 A

2562A

2570A

Classification, by

1363A

1531A

2563A

2571A

Head Characters

*1418A

2565A

*2566A

*2569A

2564A

2572A

*1423A

*1424A

1426A

142 7 A

1324A

1421A

1318A

1426A

1424 A

2567A

Classification as Indi-

1326A

1423A

1343A

142 7 A

1431A

2568A

cated by Egg Records

1354A

1435 A

1346A

1429A

2562A

2569A

to May 1, 1928

1396 A

1437A

1352A

1434A

2563A

2570A

1418A

1363 A

1531A

2565A

2564A

2566A

2571A

2572 K

â�¦Indicates that pullet was classified in wrong group.

**Indicate that pullet was classified two groups away from the correct one.

In this table the production is classified into three groups: poor, medium

and good. Production of 120 eggs or less is considered poor; from 121

to 199 eggs is considered medium; production of 200 or more eggs is con-

sidered good.

In the first column across will be found the classified predictions of the

professional culler. None of his estimations were below 120 eggs. Perhaps

he figured that by discarding those pullets on which he refused to pass he

had eliminated all poor producers. At any rate, his predictions did not

contain a single poor record.

The second column across contains the predictions made without examina-

tion of the birds and the third column contains the classification according

to head characters. The last column shows the correct classification of

the pullets in so far as it was possible to obtain it by their trapnest records

up until May 1st, 1928. There was a wide range of dates on which these

pullets started to lay which made a classification somewhat difficult. There

may be one or two changes to make in these after the yearly records are

completed, but the classification given will not be altered enough by final

results to make any appreciable difference.

All pullets marked by an asterisk are those whose production was pre-

dicted so incorrectly as to classify them in the wrong group.
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INTERESTING PREDICTION TEST TRIED

In the fall of 1927 a small test was started at the Kansas

Experiment Station upon a few pullets to determine the value of

predicting methods. Three methods of predicting were employed.

The first one was being used by a professional culler who was

commercializing this ability of foretelling egg production. His ex-

act method is unknown as he was very secretive about it and ex-

plained everything by claiming to have a "God-given touch."

The second prediction was in reality more of a guess. The man

in charge of the breeding work, who was more or less familiar

with the history of the pullets under observation, sat down and

wrote in his estimated production after each pullet's leg band num-

ber without ever seeing the individual birds.

The third estimation was made by the writer who used the head

characters herein described.

The original intention was to have this test run on a mixed

group of 60 Rhode Island Red and White Leghorn pullets that

had not started to lay. The professional culler refused to pass on

quite a few, however, because of immaturity and what he called

"out of condition." Since this predicting was done at different

times some confusion resulted and a few pullets were not presented

to the writer for classification. To make things more complicated

a few pullets developed winter sickness and some died.' However,

32 pullets came through without any apparent environmental

handicap and the result of the predictions are listed in Table I.

In studying Table I it will be noticed that the professional

culler mis-classified 10 out of 22 pullets whose production he pre-

dicted. His efficiency was 55 per cent. The classification without

examination of the birds missed 16 out of the 31 pullets considered

for an efficiency per cent of 48. The head character classification

missed 9 pullets out of the 32 examined for an efficiency per

cent of 72.

The number of pullets included in this test is not sufficient to

make these results significant. It is quite encouraging, however, to

note that the head character prediction in this case equalled the

expected efficiency of the present day culling practices that are ap-

plied after the hens have laid. Another favorable indication of
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this test is that in all cases where the prediction by head points was

wrong, the birds were classified but one group away from where

they belonged.

If a substantial test with a large number of pullets of different

breeds works out as well as this preliminary test, then the writer

will not hesitate to make a positive statement that future produc-

tion can be predicted by head characters in a practical way. Until

such evidence is forthcoming it is safest to state that head char-

acters give great promise as a reliable and practical means of pre-

dicting future production.
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Chapter IX

HOW TO BECOME FAMILIAR WITH HEAD TYPES

In the preceding chapters, the writer has tried to set forth his

observations on head characters in a fair and unbiased way. He

has tried to present the facts as he has observed them without al-

lowing any undue enthusiasm to make him over-state the evidence.

These head characters will aid the poultryman in many ways after

he becomes familiar with them. The real task comes in learning

these characters so they can be applied in a practical way.

The photographic evidence herein presented should offer a sub-

stantial background for familiarity with head types. All photo-

graphs, however, are more or less unsatisfactory as they present

but one view and permit of no handling for closer inspection. It

is for this reason that the writer urges caution in the use of these

characters until the user is absolutely familiar with what to look

for.

CHECK WITH TRAPNEST RECORDS

Those who operate trapnests will be the first to become familiar

with these head characters. Actual laying records will act as a

balance wheel during the study period and will guide the student

past all dangers of misconception and mistakes. All false impres-

sions will be ironed out where actual egg records can be used as a

check.

To those who will have the advantage of such trapnest records

it is suggested that at first they compare the head types of ex-

tremely good and poor hens. Such contrast is best for a speedy

familiarization of head characters. When the good and poor are

easily recognized it is then time to study the harder field compris-

ing the medium layers. As elsewhere stated, it is sometimes quite

difficult to note close differences between medium producers, but

the good and poor heads are comparatively easy to recognize.
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HARDER TO LEARN WITHOUT TRAPNEST

The poultrymen that do not have trapnests will have a more

difficult task in gaining the true conception of these head char-

acters. It is not that these head characters will not be as effective

on untrappped birds, but that such poultrymen do not have such

an accurate way of checking themselves to see whether or not they

have obtained the true conception. For such as these it is sug-

gested that first of all they thoroughly study the descriptions, draw-

ings and photographs herein contained. After such study there

are two ways in which they can check themselves.

The first way is to wait until early summer when other culling

methods work best and then cull their birds both ways. In this

manner they will be able to see how closely head type checks with

present culling methods. Of course this will not be absolute and

should be considered only at that period of the year when old

culling methods are best employed, but it will at least tend to stab-

ilize judgment.

TEST YOUR OWN FLOCK

The second way to check head types without the use of trapnests

is to divide the flock into three separate units. This is best done

in the fall as a predicting program. The birds can be grouped

as poor, medium and good according to the head characters. If

these three flocks are then kept separate it will be an easy matter

to keep a record of flock production and thus obtain a check.

The writer offers these suggestions so that everyone can check

the potency of culling by head characters before blindly jumping

in and using them more or less in the dark. The amount of help

each will receive from this system will depend upon his proficiency

in recognizing these characters together with the number of excep-

tions he might chance to run across. These exceptions will not be

numerous but they should be expected occasionally. They do not

influence the general results to any marked degree; therefore it is

hoped that these head characters will be judged and accepted for

their great general benefit rather than condemned for these few

exceptions.
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